
Chris & Melinda Golden Chris & Melinda Golden Chris & Melinda Golden Chris & Melinda Golden ----    goldentinyhouse.tumblr.comgoldentinyhouse.tumblr.comgoldentinyhouse.tumblr.comgoldentinyhouse.tumblr.com    

Basic Stats:Basic Stats:Basic Stats:Basic Stats: 

• What is(are) your name(s)? Chris and Melinda GoldenChris and Melinda GoldenChris and Melinda GoldenChris and Melinda Golden 

• What do you do for a living? Chris is a professional photographer and Chris is a professional photographer and Chris is a professional photographer and Chris is a professional photographer and 

Melinda is a pet portrait artistMelinda is a pet portrait artistMelinda is a pet portrait artistMelinda is a pet portrait artist    

• How many people do you/will be living in your tiny house?  Just the two Just the two Just the two Just the two 

of us and our dog.of us and our dog.of us and our dog.of us and our dog.    

• What part of the country do you live in?  We live North of Atlanta, GA.We live North of Atlanta, GA.We live North of Atlanta, GA.We live North of Atlanta, GA. 

• How many square feet is your house? 160 sq. ft. with a sleeping loft and 160 sq. ft. with a sleeping loft and 160 sq. ft. with a sleeping loft and 160 sq. ft. with a sleeping loft and 

storage loftstorage loftstorage loftstorage loft 

• When did you start your build? November 201November 201November 201November 2012222 

• Is your house complete? NoNoNoNo 

• Have you been documenting your tiny house build and if so, where can 

people find that information?  http://goldentinyhouse.tumblr.com/http://goldentinyhouse.tumblr.com/http://goldentinyhouse.tumblr.com/http://goldentinyhouse.tumblr.com/ 

Background:Background:Background:Background: 

• Why did you decide to build?         We are both selfWe are both selfWe are both selfWe are both self----employed. We decided to employed. We decided to employed. We decided to employed. We decided to 

build a build a build a build a tiny house so we could focus on our businesses full time. We are tiny house so we could focus on our businesses full time. We are tiny house so we could focus on our businesses full time. We are tiny house so we could focus on our businesses full time. We are 

trying to keep our living expenses low because trying to keep our living expenses low because trying to keep our living expenses low because trying to keep our living expenses low because our income is not our income is not our income is not our income is not 

guaranteed. guaranteed. guaranteed. guaranteed.  

• What was your life like before your tiny house?  Were you fairly active, 

have you always had ‘projects’ going on?  Were you fairly sedentary and 

looking for a change?  Did you tend to work too much? (This question is 

an effort at trying to figure out WHO gravitates to the tiny house 

lifestyle) We are very busy people because we are working on our We are very busy people because we are working on our We are very busy people because we are working on our We are very busy people because we are working on our 

businesses. Our lifebusinesses. Our lifebusinesses. Our lifebusinesses. Our life    in our tiny house will be about the same. I hope we’ll in our tiny house will be about the same. I hope we’ll in our tiny house will be about the same. I hope we’ll in our tiny house will be about the same. I hope we’ll 



spend more time socializing and doing things outside of the housespend more time socializing and doing things outside of the housespend more time socializing and doing things outside of the housespend more time socializing and doing things outside of the house    

(experiencing life, building relationships, and traveling)(experiencing life, building relationships, and traveling)(experiencing life, building relationships, and traveling)(experiencing life, building relationships, and traveling)....    

• How did you come to hear about the movement, figure out it was right 

for you and get started? I had a friend that lived in a camper for a year I had a friend that lived in a camper for a year I had a friend that lived in a camper for a year I had a friend that lived in a camper for a year 

with her boyfriend. We visited them a few times and I thought it was with her boyfriend. We visited them a few times and I thought it was with her boyfriend. We visited them a few times and I thought it was with her boyfriend. We visited them a few times and I thought it was 

great. It was like a small apartment. So I started researching about living great. It was like a small apartment. So I started researching about living great. It was like a small apartment. So I started researching about living great. It was like a small apartment. So I started researching about living 

in RVs. Then somehow I came across tiny cain RVs. Then somehow I came across tiny cain RVs. Then somehow I came across tiny cain RVs. Then somehow I came across tiny cabins and houses. I decided a bins and houses. I decided a bins and houses. I decided a bins and houses. I decided a 

tiny house was the best option because it is built better than an RV. To tiny house was the best option because it is built better than an RV. To tiny house was the best option because it is built better than an RV. To tiny house was the best option because it is built better than an RV. To 

get a decent RV you have to spend about $10,000.  With a tiny house we get a decent RV you have to spend about $10,000.  With a tiny house we get a decent RV you have to spend about $10,000.  With a tiny house we get a decent RV you have to spend about $10,000.  With a tiny house we 

pay as we go. And with a budget of $5,000 it costs significantly less. I pay as we go. And with a budget of $5,000 it costs significantly less. I pay as we go. And with a budget of $5,000 it costs significantly less. I pay as we go. And with a budget of $5,000 it costs significantly less. I 

also decidalso decidalso decidalso decided to build on a trailer rather than a foundation to avoid ed to build on a trailer rather than a foundation to avoid ed to build on a trailer rather than a foundation to avoid ed to build on a trailer rather than a foundation to avoid 

building codes.building codes.building codes.building codes.    

• What is/was your design inspiration?  I was inspired by the I was inspired by the I was inspired by the I was inspired by the 

Tumbleweed tiny houses, the simple solar homesteading cabin, Tumbleweed tiny houses, the simple solar homesteading cabin, Tumbleweed tiny houses, the simple solar homesteading cabin, Tumbleweed tiny houses, the simple solar homesteading cabin, 

and Dan Louche’s tiny houses.and Dan Louche’s tiny houses.and Dan Louche’s tiny houses.and Dan Louche’s tiny houses. 

    Technical:Technical:Technical:Technical: 

• How do/did you find the time to work on your house with a job, kid(s), 

relationships, AND building a house?  Did you do anything special to keep 

the balance? We have dedicated to weeks to build the tiny house at We have dedicated to weeks to build the tiny house at We have dedicated to weeks to build the tiny house at We have dedicated to weeks to build the tiny house at 

Chris’s parent’s property. We have been living at my parent’s Chris’s parent’s property. We have been living at my parent’s Chris’s parent’s property. We have been living at my parent’s Chris’s parent’s property. We have been living at my parent’s house house house house 

which is 45 minutes away from the build site. So it is easier just to stay which is 45 minutes away from the build site. So it is easier just to stay which is 45 minutes away from the build site. So it is easier just to stay which is 45 minutes away from the build site. So it is easier just to stay 

here rather than driving back and forth. We were planning on taking a here rather than driving back and forth. We were planning on taking a here rather than driving back and forth. We were planning on taking a here rather than driving back and forth. We were planning on taking a 

break for a week to focus on our business but my car decided to break on break for a week to focus on our business but my car decided to break on break for a week to focus on our business but my car decided to break on break for a week to focus on our business but my car decided to break on 

us. So we are stuck here until ius. So we are stuck here until ius. So we are stuck here until ius. So we are stuck here until it’s fixed. However, we have been keeping t’s fixed. However, we have been keeping t’s fixed. However, we have been keeping t’s fixed. However, we have been keeping 

up with things on our laptops in the evenings. up with things on our laptops in the evenings. up with things on our laptops in the evenings. up with things on our laptops in the evenings.     

• Have you run into any problems with your local codes? How did you solve 

them?    Not yet, we are in a rural area and we are kept somewhat hidden Not yet, we are in a rural area and we are kept somewhat hidden Not yet, we are in a rural area and we are kept somewhat hidden Not yet, we are in a rural area and we are kept somewhat hidden 

by trees. We are just tryby trees. We are just tryby trees. We are just tryby trees. We are just trying to stay under the radar.ing to stay under the radar.ing to stay under the radar.ing to stay under the radar. 



• Where did you get the tools that you use?  Were they yours, borrowed, 

rented etc.? Luckily for us Chris’s father is a carpenter and has framed Luckily for us Chris’s father is a carpenter and has framed Luckily for us Chris’s father is a carpenter and has framed Luckily for us Chris’s father is a carpenter and has framed 

houses for years. Our tiny house is next to his wood shop and he already houses for years. Our tiny house is next to his wood shop and he already houses for years. Our tiny house is next to his wood shop and he already houses for years. Our tiny house is next to his wood shop and he already 

has all thehas all thehas all thehas all the    tools we need.tools we need.tools we need.tools we need.    

• How long did (are you expecting) construction to take? We finished We finished We finished We finished 

framing in 3 weeks. We are expecting to move in the completely finished framing in 3 weeks. We are expecting to move in the completely finished framing in 3 weeks. We are expecting to move in the completely finished framing in 3 weeks. We are expecting to move in the completely finished 

house in a couple of months. house in a couple of months. house in a couple of months. house in a couple of months.     

• Have you/were you able to stay on schedule?   We don’t really have a We don’t really have a We don’t really have a We don’t really have a 

scscscschedule, we are just trying to get finished as quickly as possible. And hedule, we are just trying to get finished as quickly as possible. And hedule, we are just trying to get finished as quickly as possible. And hedule, we are just trying to get finished as quickly as possible. And 

thanks to the expertise of my fatherthanks to the expertise of my fatherthanks to the expertise of my fatherthanks to the expertise of my father----inininin----law things have been going by law things have been going by law things have been going by law things have been going by 

very quickly.very quickly.very quickly.very quickly.    

• What is/was the most time consuming portion of your build?  Instead of Instead of Instead of Instead of 

buying a new trailer we decidebuying a new trailer we decidebuying a new trailer we decidebuying a new trailer we decided to buy and old camper and harvest the d to buy and old camper and harvest the d to buy and old camper and harvest the d to buy and old camper and harvest the 

trailer from it. We started demolishing in the summer. Because of the trailer from it. We started demolishing in the summer. Because of the trailer from it. We started demolishing in the summer. Because of the trailer from it. We started demolishing in the summer. Because of the 

heat in GA we couldn’t work for very long. We were very busy with work heat in GA we couldn’t work for very long. We were very busy with work heat in GA we couldn’t work for very long. We were very busy with work heat in GA we couldn’t work for very long. We were very busy with work 

so we didn’t finish the demolition until November. The actual building so we didn’t finish the demolition until November. The actual building so we didn’t finish the demolition until November. The actual building so we didn’t finish the demolition until November. The actual building 

has has has has gone by very fast.gone by very fast.gone by very fast.gone by very fast.    

• What is/was the most limiting factor for your build? Money is a limiting Money is a limiting Money is a limiting Money is a limiting 

factor for us. We are young and just starting our businesses so we don’t factor for us. We are young and just starting our businesses so we don’t factor for us. We are young and just starting our businesses so we don’t factor for us. We are young and just starting our businesses so we don’t 

have a lot of income. The plan is to finish the shell, rebuild our funds, have a lot of income. The plan is to finish the shell, rebuild our funds, have a lot of income. The plan is to finish the shell, rebuild our funds, have a lot of income. The plan is to finish the shell, rebuild our funds, 

and then finish tand then finish tand then finish tand then finish the interior.he interior.he interior.he interior.    

• Is your house on a trailer? If yes, how do you attach to the trailer? How do 

you move your tiny house? (Do you have a truck, do you hire it 

done?) Yes. It is attached to the trailer with carriage bolts. We aren’t Yes. It is attached to the trailer with carriage bolts. We aren’t Yes. It is attached to the trailer with carriage bolts. We aren’t Yes. It is attached to the trailer with carriage bolts. We aren’t 

planning on moving it. If we hplanning on moving it. If we hplanning on moving it. If we hplanning on moving it. If we had to, we would probably rent a truck.ad to, we would probably rent a truck.ad to, we would probably rent a truck.ad to, we would probably rent a truck.    

• Do you have accessory houses/dwellings that you use to supplement 

storage/working/living? I plan on building a 10x10 office/studio built on I plan on building a 10x10 office/studio built on I plan on building a 10x10 office/studio built on I plan on building a 10x10 office/studio built on 

a post foundation. As an artist I need a little more space to create my a post foundation. As an artist I need a little more space to create my a post foundation. As an artist I need a little more space to create my a post foundation. As an artist I need a little more space to create my 

work.work.work.work.    



• Where did you get your plans?  I bought my plans from I bought my plans from I bought my plans from I bought my plans from 

tinyhousedesign.com. However our house isn’t exactly the same as the tinyhousedesign.com. However our house isn’t exactly the same as the tinyhousedesign.com. However our house isn’t exactly the same as the tinyhousedesign.com. However our house isn’t exactly the same as the 

plans. We have been following the advice of Chris’s father.plans. We have been following the advice of Chris’s father.plans. We have been following the advice of Chris’s father.plans. We have been following the advice of Chris’s father.  

• Have you consulted any ‘professionals’? (structural, mechanical, 

plumbing, design etc.)? No, our “professional” is Chris’s father. No, our “professional” is Chris’s father. No, our “professional” is Chris’s father. No, our “professional” is Chris’s father. ☺☺☺☺        

• Are you insuring your house?  With who?  Probably not. I am thinking of Probably not. I am thinking of Probably not. I am thinking of Probably not. I am thinking of 

selfselfselfself----insuring.insuring.insuring.insuring.    

• Have you been using any sponsorships to help fund your house?  How do 

you go about finding that sponsorship?  No, we have been using our own No, we have been using our own No, we have been using our own No, we have been using our own 

money. I will probably be selling things I no longer need and putting that money. I will probably be selling things I no longer need and putting that money. I will probably be selling things I no longer need and putting that money. I will probably be selling things I no longer need and putting that 

toward the house. We have also been selling things that came from the toward the house. We have also been selling things that came from the toward the house. We have also been selling things that came from the toward the house. We have also been selling things that came from the 

old camper. And we will be scrapping the metal from the camper.old camper. And we will be scrapping the metal from the camper.old camper. And we will be scrapping the metal from the camper.old camper. And we will be scrapping the metal from the camper.    

Specifics:Specifics:Specifics:Specifics: 

• What sort of items do you have for cooking? I plan to have a dual electric I plan to have a dual electric I plan to have a dual electric I plan to have a dual electric 

burner, a microwave, and toaster oven. I also have a crock pot that I am burner, a microwave, and toaster oven. I also have a crock pot that I am burner, a microwave, and toaster oven. I also have a crock pot that I am burner, a microwave, and toaster oven. I also have a crock pot that I am 

not sure I will use. I love coffee so I have to have my cappuccino maker. not sure I will use. I love coffee so I have to have my cappuccino maker. not sure I will use. I love coffee so I have to have my cappuccino maker. not sure I will use. I love coffee so I have to have my cappuccino maker. 

☺☺☺☺    

• Are you tied to the power grid or are you off grid? We will be on the We will be on the We will be on the We will be on the 

power grid for now. I would like to get solar panels at some point.power grid for now. I would like to get solar panels at some point.power grid for now. I would like to get solar panels at some point.power grid for now. I would like to get solar panels at some point.    

• Are you going to have a washer and/or dryer? We will be living on Chris’s We will be living on Chris’s We will be living on Chris’s We will be living on Chris’s 

parent’s property and we will be using their washer and dryer in their parent’s property and we will be using their washer and dryer in their parent’s property and we will be using their washer and dryer in their parent’s property and we will be using their washer and dryer in their 

house.house.house.house.    

• Where does your water come from? Our water will come from their house. Our water will come from their house. Our water will come from their house. Our water will come from their house. 

We will run a water hose to our house.We will run a water hose to our house.We will run a water hose to our house.We will run a water hose to our house.    

• What kind of toilet are you going to have? We will use a sawdust bucket We will use a sawdust bucket We will use a sawdust bucket We will use a sawdust bucket 

(composting toilet).(composting toilet).(composting toilet).(composting toilet).    

• What do you use for a heat source if anything? We’llWe’llWe’llWe’ll    have a built in wall have a built in wall have a built in wall have a built in wall 

air conditioner with heat.air conditioner with heat.air conditioner with heat.air conditioner with heat.    



• What are some of the space savings tricks you used?     The sleeping loft The sleeping loft The sleeping loft The sleeping loft 

and storage loft are space savers. I would like to have a peg board in the and storage loft are space savers. I would like to have a peg board in the and storage loft are space savers. I would like to have a peg board in the and storage loft are space savers. I would like to have a peg board in the 

kitchen to hang pots, pans, and utensils. I will try to utilikitchen to hang pots, pans, and utensils. I will try to utilikitchen to hang pots, pans, and utensils. I will try to utilikitchen to hang pots, pans, and utensils. I will try to utilize as much wall ze as much wall ze as much wall ze as much wall 

space as possible. space as possible. space as possible. space as possible.  

• What do you have for insulation?  We’ll be using traditional fiberglass We’ll be using traditional fiberglass We’ll be using traditional fiberglass We’ll be using traditional fiberglass 

insulation.insulation.insulation.insulation.    

• Where are you planning to park your tiny house? We are parking it on We are parking it on We are parking it on We are parking it on 

Chris’s parent’s property. They own the land.Chris’s parent’s property. They own the land.Chris’s parent’s property. They own the land.Chris’s parent’s property. They own the land.    

Personal:Personal:Personal:Personal: 

• How much will/did your tiny house cost? Our budget is $5,000.Our budget is $5,000.Our budget is $5,000.Our budget is $5,000. 

• What is/was the most expensive part of your house? The siding and the The siding and the The siding and the The siding and the 

metal roofing is the most expensive.metal roofing is the most expensive.metal roofing is the most expensive.metal roofing is the most expensive.    

•  ‘Best’ injury story (worst injury)? Chris was cutting the metal flashing off Chris was cutting the metal flashing off Chris was cutting the metal flashing off Chris was cutting the metal flashing off 

the trailer from thethe trailer from thethe trailer from thethe trailer from the    old camper, and he cut his finger. There was a lot of old camper, and he cut his finger. There was a lot of old camper, and he cut his finger. There was a lot of old camper, and he cut his finger. There was a lot of 

blood but fortunately it wasn’t deep enough to warrant stitches. We did blood but fortunately it wasn’t deep enough to warrant stitches. We did blood but fortunately it wasn’t deep enough to warrant stitches. We did blood but fortunately it wasn’t deep enough to warrant stitches. We did 

go to urgent care for him to get a tetanus shot. They put glue on the cut go to urgent care for him to get a tetanus shot. They put glue on the cut go to urgent care for him to get a tetanus shot. They put glue on the cut go to urgent care for him to get a tetanus shot. They put glue on the cut 

and he had to wear a finger brace.and he had to wear a finger brace.and he had to wear a finger brace.and he had to wear a finger brace.    

• What has been your biggest accomplishment with your tiny house? The The The The 

biggest accomplishment was finally demolishing that old camper.biggest accomplishment was finally demolishing that old camper.biggest accomplishment was finally demolishing that old camper.biggest accomplishment was finally demolishing that old camper.    

• What is/will be the biggest benefit to living in a tiny house? Our biggest Our biggest Our biggest Our biggest 

benefit is saving money.benefit is saving money.benefit is saving money.benefit is saving money.    

• Is there anything you’ll miss about living in a standard house?  What will 

you miss the most? I will probably miss having a flushing toilet. But I I will probably miss having a flushing toilet. But I I will probably miss having a flushing toilet. But I I will probably miss having a flushing toilet. But I 

think as long as I can build my studio I will be happy with the space.think as long as I can build my studio I will be happy with the space.think as long as I can build my studio I will be happy with the space.think as long as I can build my studio I will be happy with the space.    

• What has been the scariest part about building your own house? The The The The 

scariest part hscariest part hscariest part hscariest part has been worrying if our neighbor will report us or the as been worrying if our neighbor will report us or the as been worrying if our neighbor will report us or the as been worrying if our neighbor will report us or the 

county marshal will hassle us. Our neighbor did stop by to look at the county marshal will hassle us. Our neighbor did stop by to look at the county marshal will hassle us. Our neighbor did stop by to look at the county marshal will hassle us. Our neighbor did stop by to look at the 

house and he didn’t seem bothered by it. And no one seems to notice it house and he didn’t seem bothered by it. And no one seems to notice it house and he didn’t seem bothered by it. And no one seems to notice it house and he didn’t seem bothered by it. And no one seems to notice it 



from the road. Just in case though I would like to create afrom the road. Just in case though I would like to create afrom the road. Just in case though I would like to create afrom the road. Just in case though I would like to create a    screen around screen around screen around screen around 

our house with some evergreen trees.our house with some evergreen trees.our house with some evergreen trees.our house with some evergreen trees.    

• If you could change one thing about your house what would it be? I would I would I would I would 

like to have dormers and more windows, but that is money I just can’t like to have dormers and more windows, but that is money I just can’t like to have dormers and more windows, but that is money I just can’t like to have dormers and more windows, but that is money I just can’t 

spend to stay on budget.spend to stay on budget.spend to stay on budget.spend to stay on budget.    

• Did you have cash in hand to complete your build, pay as you go or take 

out a loan to construct your house?  We have cash and we are paying as We have cash and we are paying as We have cash and we are paying as We have cash and we are paying as 

we go.we go.we go.we go.    

• Have friends and family been skeptical or supportive of your ideas?  My My My My 

family has been supportive of the idea. They had questions but they family has been supportive of the idea. They had questions but they family has been supportive of the idea. They had questions but they family has been supportive of the idea. They had questions but they 

ununununderstand our situation and think it’s a good idea for us. Most of our derstand our situation and think it’s a good idea for us. Most of our derstand our situation and think it’s a good idea for us. Most of our derstand our situation and think it’s a good idea for us. Most of our 

friends think it’s a cool idea and a couple of them have been inspired to friends think it’s a cool idea and a couple of them have been inspired to friends think it’s a cool idea and a couple of them have been inspired to friends think it’s a cool idea and a couple of them have been inspired to 

do the same!do the same!do the same!do the same!    

• Is there anything else you would want other people to know about your 

house and build? I just want I just want I just want I just want people to know that you don’t have to spend people to know that you don’t have to spend people to know that you don’t have to spend people to know that you don’t have to spend 

$10,000 or even $20,000 to build a tiny house.$10,000 or even $20,000 to build a tiny house.$10,000 or even $20,000 to build a tiny house.$10,000 or even $20,000 to build a tiny house.    Even with a modest Even with a modest Even with a modest Even with a modest 

budget you can build a nice, comfortable home. We saved money by budget you can build a nice, comfortable home. We saved money by budget you can build a nice, comfortable home. We saved money by budget you can build a nice, comfortable home. We saved money by 

harvesting a trailer from an older camperharvesting a trailer from an older camperharvesting a trailer from an older camperharvesting a trailer from an older camper, not having a lot of windows, , not having a lot of windows, , not having a lot of windows, , not having a lot of windows, 

rererere----using using using using what we can from the camper like the sink, and not spending a what we can from the camper like the sink, and not spending a what we can from the camper like the sink, and not spending a what we can from the camper like the sink, and not spending a 

lot of money on unnecessary materials like tongue and groove wood lot of money on unnecessary materials like tongue and groove wood lot of money on unnecessary materials like tongue and groove wood lot of money on unnecessary materials like tongue and groove wood 

paneling, etc. We are still using new materials just choosing options that paneling, etc. We are still using new materials just choosing options that paneling, etc. We are still using new materials just choosing options that paneling, etc. We are still using new materials just choosing options that 

cost less. cost less. cost less. cost less.     

 


